In this paper, we prove that if A and B are normal operators on a Hubert space H , then, for every operator 5 satisfying ASB = S , \\AXB-X+ S\\ > IMII-'PH-'IISII for all operators X e B(H), and that if A and B are contractions, then, for every operator S satisfying ASB = S and A'SB* = S , \\AXB -X + S\\ > \\S\\ for all operators X e B(H), where B(H) denotes the set of all bounded linear operators on H .
Remark. In the above two theorems, putting A = I, it is easy to see that the estimates are sharp.
Proof of the theorems
Proof of Theorem 1. If ||^|| < 1 , since ASA = S implies 5 = 0, it is nothing to prove. So we assume that \\A\\ > 1 . In this case, take any a such that (1 -a)\\A\\ < 1 , so a > 1 -\\A\\~X . Denote AQ = {X £ a (A): \A\ < 1 -a} and by E(') the spectral measure of A (the spectrum of an operator T is denoted by o(T)). Then E(Aa)H reduces A, so A and S have the operator matrix From (1), (2), (3) and every positive integer zz, we get
A1aSX2A"2a = Sx2, (7) A"2aS2xAl = S2x, respectively. Therefore,
Mia||2,,||5n||>||5n||, Note that by (4) A2xS22A2a -A2XA2XS22 = A22(A2aS22A2a -S22) = 0, so moreover by Anderson's Theorem
That is, \\AXA-X + S\\ > (I -a)\\A\\-\\S\\. But, by the choice of a, we may choose a such that (1 -a)\\A\\ is sufficiently close to 1, so \\AXA-X + S\\>\\A\\-2\\S\\.
We have finished the proof. If the spectral measure of P is denoted by E(-), let A£ = {X £ a(P): X < 1 -e} for arbitrary e > 0 ; multiplying both sides of the above equation on the left by E(AB), we get (E(A£)PE(Ae))2nSP2n = E(AE)S.
Since ||P(A£)PP(A£)|| < 1 -e, it follows that lim"^00(P(A£)PP(A£))2n = 0, so
Similarly, SE(Ae) = 0. We shall show that PS = S and SP = S. In fact, it is clear that the spectrum a(P) is included in [0, 1], so we can suppose that P = /0 A dEx is the spectral representation of P. Then for any 1 > e > 0, since J0 ~E A dExS = 0, we obtain
Because e is arbitrary, PS = S. Similarly, SP = S. (2) We will prove that SU = US and SU* = U*S.
Denote the range of an operator T by R(T), note that A* S A = S implies that R(S)cR(A*) and U*U is the projection on R(A*)~ , where the P(^*)" means the closure of R(A*). So, since ASA* = UPSPU* = USU* from (1) and multiplying both sides of ASA* = S on the left by U*, it follows that U*S = SU*. Similarly, we have US = SU. 
